Horizon HD-TM Plus

The all new HD-TM Plus, includes the familiarity of the original HDTM alongside additional features found on higher end test and installation equipment.

The simple display of Signal Strength (RF Level) as well as pre and post-BER, CQDIFM Signal Display Indicator (PASS/FAIL) reports immediate reception information.

The QPSK/QAM Constellation Diagram makes detailed diagnosis of the Digital Terrestrial signal. The Data Logging feature enable you to create a record of your own installations for uploading to your PC.

Up to 64 Terrestrial Transmitter can be stored by creating your own preferred list directly from the Horizon Global Electronics website. Rapid access and recall of the last selection used to make the HD-TM Plus, even easier to use on multiple installations.

The HD-TM Plus, comes complete with mains charger cable, in car and USB lead for data transfer.

Features:
- New Graphics 128*64 pixel, high brightness backlit LCD
- Easy to read Spectrum Display
- QPSK/QAM Constellation Display
- Fast and accurate pre-BER real time measurement
- Data Logging (upload installation measurements to your PC)
- Full Speed USB-2 interface with automatic driver downloads
- Field replaceable F/IEC barrel for RF IN
- Histogram Display with simultaneous carrier measurements
- Faster processor with recall of last selection used
- New manual carrier configuration mode
- Frequency range 21~69 Step-Thru (49~861 MHz)
- Audible tone signal indicator
- Input dynamic range form -92.1 dBm to -20 dBm

www.horizonhge.com